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1. Introduction

In Plasmans [6] an econometric model, consisting of six Common Market members

is presented. The several countries are linked together by trade flows and

corresponding prices, explaining for the name 'Interplay'. We only regard a

two-countries version of this model, describing the economies and interdepend-

ence of the Netherlands and the German Federal Republic.

An economic structure has been specified and the coefficients are

estimated in scalar regression questions by ordinary least squares (OLS),

based on yearly data from the estimation period [1953-~9751. The model has to

predict several important economic variables (called objectives, like price

inflation, unemployment rate, purchasing power) for the period [1976-1985].

The policy-maker, i.e. in our case the government, decides how to influence

upon the objectives by choosing his instrumental variables, for instance

governmental expenditures, indirect taxes, money transfers. We note here that

this set-up admits a game-theoretic approach, in which the two countries are

regarded as two players with (partly) conflicting goals, see Plasmans 8~ De

Zeeuw [ 7] .
Extensive experiments, like simulation runs during the estimation

period, prediction of objective variables, consequences of special government-

al decisions to cut back inflation or unemployment, are performed; see [6]

and [7]. All these calculations can be made directly on the econometric model

in the socalled structural form, with the aid of a non-standard computer-

program, the Ekodiff-routine, available at the Computer Centre of the Univer-

sity of Tilburg.
Our main purpose, however, is to transform the G.D. model into a

standard mathematical form, i.c. the system state representation, which is

essentially the 'reduced form'. After presenting the model in ch. 2, we will

show how this transformation can be performed and proceed in ch. 3, by con-

sidering well-known aspects of system theory, such as stability, controllabil-

ity, observability and model reduction.
Also some words will be said about the accuracy of the model by

analysing the difference between simulated and 'true' (realized) values of

endogenous variables, both in statical and dynamic context. Finally, in ch. ~

some simulation results ('goodness of fit' diagrams) and multipliers, as in-

dicators of the effects of instrumental variables on endogenous variables,

are presented.
In the concluding section, a motivation for the state-space approach

will be given and its place in the overall frame work of the application of

stochastic dynamic games to econometric models.



2. Model representation

2.1. Definitions

A complete list of the definitions of the variables and the motivation of its
specification can be found in [ 6] .

We list here only the variables, responsible for the dynamic behaviour
of the model, the instrumental variables of the policy-makers and the objective
variables. Note, that all the variables, except the ones with a thilda, are
yearly percentual changes, a feature not always mentioned in the verbal des-
cription below. Uppercase letters are variables expressed in current prices,
lower case letters represent deflated values of the variables. The following
abbreviations are used:

p private
g government
h households
r rest of the world
c corporations

d disposable
nw non-wages
s self-employed
P price index

The variables, responsible for the dynamic behaviour of the model are:

cp,ip private consumption and investments, resp.

un unemployment (in percentages of total population at working age)

EMp employment in private sector

mg import of goods

xg export of goods

w wage per labourer

gvampp gross value added at market prices in the private sector

e2 total expenditures less stocks and net invisibles

Wd disposable wage income

The instrumental variables are:

eg real governmental expenditures

Wg nominal governmental wage income



Wr nominal wage income rest of the world

TRgh money transfers from g to h

TRrh money transfers from r to h

TDw direct taxes on wages

TRwg transfers of wages to government

L1 primary liquidities

MR exchange rate (number of D-marks, cq. guilders per dollar)

R1 level of long-run interest rate

TS indirect taxes minus subsidies

The objective variables are:

un unemployment

Pcp rate of change of prices of consumption as indicator for yearly

inflation rate

Wd-Fcp-EMp rate of change of real disposable wage income per employed
worker in private sector, indicating change in net purchasir~g

power per worker

xg-mg difference in growth rates between export and import of goods,

indicating relative deterioration or amelioration of commodity trade

balance

gvampp-EMps rate of change of labour productivity in the private sector ;
corresponding variable for Nl: e2-EMps

mg~(Nl,D)-mg~(Nl) rate of change of German marketshare in Dutch imports;

corresponding variable for D: mg~(D,Nl)-mg~(D)

For convenience, some shorthand-notation is introduced, not to be found in

other versions of the model:

Wgr ~ Wg f Wr

s~ ~ st f( xs-ms )

Powpo ~ ( ~POwa - 4Et~g ) ~POd-1

TR1 0 TRgh t TRrh

TR2 ~ TRwg t TDw
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Moreover TRw - TR1 f TR2 and ~un - un - un-~

2.2. Descri tion Dutch-German submodel

Since Interplay came into existence, many different versions and modifica-

tions are in circulation.
The major differences from the version of Plasmans and De Zeeuw [7]

are omitting the finance shortage and rewriting TRw as TR1t TR2. First the

German and Dutch submodels are presented separately (equations 1-24 and 1- 23
resp.) in socalled 'structural' form.

Now irrelevant variables can be eliminated by appropriate substitut-

ion into the equations consisting of behavioural variables.

This elimination procedure imposes two constraints:
(i) the objective variables may not disappear from the left hand sides of

the resulting equations;
(ii) it is advantageous, to reduce the number of equations as much as possible.

One possible way to achieve this, leads to the result as in the

German-Dutch submodel (22 equations). Indeed, there are other elimination

procedures, resulting in an equivalent set of equations. By now, there is no

algorithm which finds a set of equations, which is optimal in some sense.
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GERMANY

1. cp - 3.685 -.4525 Pcp -.4525 Pcp-1 f.265 L1- 1 t.262 NWh-1

2. ip --13.048 f 1.539 (gv~PP - EMps) f 1.4783 cp f.4927 cp-1

3. ~un - .201 - .335 ~p

4. EMp

5. mg

6. PXg

7. Peg

8. Pcp

9. Pip

10. w

- -3.533 t .5453 e2 f .1817 e2-1

- 1.888 t 1.529 e1 f 11.251 Du54

--1.726 t.318 Pmg f.2105 w}.318 Pmg-1 f.2105 w-1 -.186 Pxg-1

--6.983 f.587 w t.587 w-1 - 7.599 Du58

- 2.470 f .4035(W-e2) f .1345(W-e2)-1 - .1305 cp - .1305 cp-1

--2.357 t.874 H(-~) f.2078 NWh t.0692 NWh-1 t.085 eg

- 2.425 t.6765 Pip f.145(gvampp-EMps) f.2255 Pip-1 f

f .435(gvampp-EMps)-1

11. mg~(D,N1) - 7.554 - .377 ~g~(D)-1 } .50mg~(D) - 3.35~R1(D)-1 t

f 3.35 ~R1(Nl)-1

12. Pxg~(D) - Pxg(D) - MR(D)

13. Pmg - Pmg~(D) t MR(D)

14, Pmg~(D) -.1585 Pxg~(Nl) f. 8415 Pxg~(R)

15. mg~(D) - mg - MR(D)

16. xg -.1051 mg~(N1,D) t. 8949 mg~(R ,D) } r~R(D)

17. e2 -.509 cp t.184 ip f.113 eg f.191~ xg
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22. Wd

23. W - e2

- 1.005 e2 f sxm

- 1.19 e1 - .19 mg

- .820 EMp t .180 EMs

- w - ~ ( ~~PP-II~Ips ) - u ( gVamPP-EMps )-1

-.893 w f.893 EMp f.214 Wgr t. 279 TR1 -.386 TR2

-.807 w f.807 EMp f.193 Wgr - e2

NETHERLANDS

1. cp - .651~(Wd-Pcp) f .162(L1-Pe2)-1

2. ip --6.691 ~un t.90(w-Pe2) f.233 NWc - 16.152 Du 69

3. ~un --.458 EMp f.283 Powpo

1~. EMp - 1.529 f.287 EMp-1 -.198w-1 f.1688 e2 f.0562 e2-1

5. mg --1.518 f 1.608 e1 f 6.111 Du 54

6. Pxg - .793 Pmg

7. Peg

8. Pcp

9. Pip

10. w

- .276(mg-e2) t 1.150 Pip - ,320 eg

- 1.279 f.65~ H(-`') t.084(TS-e2) t.08~(TS-e2)-1

- .633(.695w f .3o5Pmg) f .211(.695W f .305~)-1
- .055(L2-Pe2) - .055(L2-Pe2)-1 - .1515(e2-EMps)
- .0505(e2-EMps)-1

-.9585 Pcp t.3195 Pcp-1 f. 5685(e2-EMps)
t .1895(e2-EMps)-1 - 1.114 ~un-1



11. mg~(N1,D) - 11.068 f.821mg~(Nl) -.1832 w~(N1) -.5498 W~(Nl)-1

12. Pxg~(Nl) - Pxg(Nl) - MR(Nl)

13. Pmg - Pmg~(Nl) f MR(Nl)

14. Pmg~(Nl) -.2217 Pxg~(D) f.7783 Pxg~(R)

15. mg~(N1) - mg - MR(Nl)

16. xg -.2977 mg~(D,N1) f.7023 mg~(R,NL) t MR(N1)

17. Wd -.838 w f.838 EMp f.237 Wg }.001Wr t.398 TR1 -.474 TR2

18. Pe2 -.454 Pcp f.148 Pip f.068 Peg f.33 Pxg

19. e2 -. 442 cp f.147 ip f.065 eg t.356 xg

20. EMps -.823 II~Ip t.177 EMs

21. e1 -.96~ e2 t sxm

22. H(-~) - w - ,3-,(e2-EMps) - ,'-,(e2-EMps) -1

23. w~(Nl) - w - MR(Nl)
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GERMAN-DUTCH SUBMODEL

1. cp - 3.685 -.4525 Pcp -.4525 Pcp-1 f.265 L1-1 t.262 NWh-1

2. un - .201 - .335 ~P } un-1

3. r~ip --3. 533 }. 5453 e2 f. 1817 e2-1

4. Pxg --1.726 t.318 Pmg t.2105 w-.186 Pxg-1 f.2105 w-1
t .318 Pmg-1

5. Pcp - 2.470 -.1305 cp t.3256 EMp f.3256 w-.4035 e2
-.1305 cp-1 f.1085 EMP-1 t.1085 w-1 -.1345 e2-1
f .0779 Wgr f .0260 Wgr-1

6. Pip

7

- -2.357 t .5375 ~P } .874 w - .6555 gv~PP
f.1792 EMp-1 -.2185 gvampp-1 t.085 eg f.1180 EMs
t.2078 Nwh f.0393 EMs-1 f.0692 NWh-1

w - 2.425 -.1189 EMp f.6765 Pip f.145 gvamPP
-.3567 II~1P-1 t.2255 Pip-1 f.435 gvampp-1 -.0261 EMs
- . 0783 ~S-1

8. Pmg

9.

-.1257 Pmg(Nl) f MR(D) -.1585 MR(Nl) f.8415 Pxg~(R)

mg~(D,N1) - 8.498 f .7683 e2 - .377 ~g(D)-1 - .5o rIR(D)
t.377 MR(D)-1 - 3.35 ~R1(D)-1 f 3.35 ~R1(N1)-1
f.7645 sxm f 5.6255 Du 54

10. gvampp --.3587 f.904 e2 f.8995 sxm - 2.1377 Du 54

11. e2 -- 2.4008 f.781 cp -.2322 EMp f.2832 gvamPP
f.0204 mg~(N1,D) t.0907 cp-1 f.113 eg t.194 MR(D)
- .051 EMs t .1736 mg~(R,D)

12. Wd -.893 EMp f.893 w f.2]4 Wgr t.279 TR1 -.386 TR2
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16. Pcp

17. Pip

18. w

19. Pmg -. 2217 Pxg(D) t MR(Nl) -.2217 MR(D) t.7783 Pxg~(R)

--.458 EMp t un-1 t.283 Powpo

- 1.529 t.1688 e2 t.287 EMP-1 -.198 w-1 t.0562 e2-1

-.419 t 1.15 Pip t.1505 e2 -.320 eg t.4438 sxm
t 1.6866 Du 54

- 1.279 t.4031 EMp t.653 w-.5738 e2 t.1344 ~p-1
-.2473 e2-1 t.084 TS t.084 TS-1 t.0867 EMs t 0.289 EMs-1

e .1257 EMp t.0038 Peg t.0252 Pcp t.4436 w
t.2092 Pmg -.1527 e2 t.0149 EMp-1 t.0038 Peg-1
t.0252 PcP-1 t.0082 PiP-1 t.1479 w-1 t.0794 ~g-1
-.0509 e2-1 -.0555 L2 t.027 EMs -.0555 L2-1 t.009 EMs-1

-.4679 EMp t.9585 Pcp t.5685 e2 -.1560 EMp-1
t.3195 Pcp-1 t.1895 e2-1 - 1.114 un-1 t 1.114 un-2
- . 1006 II~is - . 0335 ~s-1

20. mg~(Nl,D) - 9.8217 -.1832 w t 1.2687 e2(Nl) -.5498 w-1 -.6378 MR(Nl)
t.5498 MR(N1)-1 t 1.3202 sxm t 5.017 Du 54

21. e2

t .9836 un-1 - .0049 Peg-1 - .0325 Pcp-1 - .0106 Pip-1
-.0187 Pmg-1 t.356 MR(Nl) t.065 eg t.0716 L1-1

t.0343 NWc t.250 mg~(R,N1) - 2.3743 Du 69

- .9836 un - .3492 Pcp - .009 Peg - .0196 Pip
t.1323 w- .0343 Pmg t.2891 Wd t.1060 mg~(D,N1)

22. Wd -. 838 EMp t.838 w t.237 F1g t.398 TR1 -.474 TR2 t.0014 Wr
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~.3. Transformation of G.D. model into state-space form

Following notation will be used:

en(k) vector of endogenous variables

ex(k) vector of exogenous variables

u(k) vector of instrumental variables

z(k) vector of objective variables

y(k) vector of observed variables

k discrete time, k- 1,2,...,K.

In the German-Dutch submodel en(k) consists of the left-hand sides of the
equations, so en(k) E R22, u(k) E R15, and the other variables are exogenous
so ex(k) E R19 (including constant term and dummy-variables).
The submodel can symbolically be written as:

en(k) - AO en(k) f A1 en(k-1 ) f A2 en(k-2)

f BOu(k) f B1u(k-1 ) f FO ex(k) f F1 ex(k-1 ).

Let F.ex(k) 4[FO F1] lex(k) I and
ex (k-1)

by augmenting en(k) with en(k-1) and u(k), we have in block-matrix notation:

en(k)
en(k-1)
u(k)

(I-AO)-1A1(I-AO)-lA2(I-AO)-1B1

(I-AO)-1B0(I-AO)-1F
f

en(k-1)
en(k-2)
u(k-1)

It is obvious that by this procedure any combination of
en(k), en(k-1), en(k-2),...,u(k),u(k-1),..., can be translated into this
'one-step delay' form. See f.e. Plasmans [5l, for a general treatment and
examples.

Observe also that, by inspecting the G.D, submodel, en(k-2) is only
a one-dimensional vector, i.e, unNl(k-2), occurring in equation 18 of the
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combined submodel.
Denote

en(k-1)

then we have, by an abuse of notation, the simpler expression

(I-A~)-1A1 (I-AO)-1B1

(I-AO)-1BO (I-AO)-iF ~~ u(k)

f

(3.1)

where the block (I-A~)-1A1 (I-A~)-1A2 is aggregated into the matrix

I ~
1(I-A~)- A1 and also the matrix B1 must be adjusted.

By inspecting (3.1), it is clear that x(k) need only be augmented

by those elements of u(k), which occur in u(k-1). So, instead of the 15x15

unity matrix in the second block-matrix of (3.1), we rather use a 8x 15 matrix

(denote: P8), with only one non-zero unity eleMent in every row. By conse-

quence, x(k) beco~res a 23f 8- 31-dimensional vector. Now transform:
u(k)

x( k) - -[ cp un EMp ... Wd un EMp ... Wd un-1 ] T ,

~ x(kfl), which is merely a notational convention for the internal des-

cription of the system, necessary to obtain the standard state-space represent-

ation.

E: x(kf1 )- Asx(k) f F ex(k) t Bs u(k) (3.2)

In 2.1 several objective variables (in control systems language: controlled

variables) are listed.

By z(k) - Hx(k) t Gu(k) t F2 ex(k) (3.3)

every objective variable can be constructed as a combination of elements of

x(k), u(k) and ex(k). Now, when techniques of control or game theory are
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applied, it is favourable to have G- 0. Since we can choose elements of x(k)

freely, this can be arranged and for the same reason we can make F2 - 0. As a

drawback, the dimension of x(k) will rise, which is considered unfavourable.

We assume here that all the elements of the state are perfectly observable,

i.e. the usual output (or read-out) equation y- Cx f Du f w(k}, where w(k) re-

presents measurement-noise with given statistics, reduces to y- x.
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3. Properties of state-space model

3.1. Stability

From (3.1) it is clear that the unforced system obeys

x(kf1) - (I-AO)-~A1 x(k)

and its dynamic properties are governed by the location of the eigenvalues of
1(I-AO)- A1 in the complex place ('poles of the system'). To insure stability

all the eigenvalues have to lie strictly within the unit circle of the complex

plane. For practical reasons one might suggest to relax this condition, especial-

ly for short time periods, like in economical systems. However, the instability

of two submodels of Interplay (France 8~ U.K.) give rise to serious computational

problems both in simulations and application within the field of game theory.

The choice of the German-Dutch submodel as presented here, leads to a very

stable system; see figure 1. Two eigenvalues appear at the boundary of the unit

circle, due to the choice of un, instead of ~un. When Dun is introduced in the

state (for both countries), the eigenvalues with value 1 disappear, obtaining

a simpler and asymptotic stable model.

Note that 9 poles are smaller than 10-9; more about this and the im-

plication for model reduction will be said in section 3.5.

1)
3.2. Controllability

From economic viewpoint, instrumental variables are chosen to influence and

control endogenous variables, specifically the objective variables. Mathematical-

ly we can verify the effect of the instrumental variables by the notion of con-

trollability. We have the well-known definition.

Definition. The linear system x(kt1) - A(k)x(k) f B(k) u(k) is controllable if

it can be transferred from any initial state at any initial time to any terminal

state within a finite time period.

To check whether a system is controllable, we have as main result

Theorem. The n-dimensional, linear, time-invariant system x(kf1) - Ax(k)t Bu(k)

is controllable iff the matrix Q:- [B,AB,...,An-1B] Yias rank n.

1) More precise definitions and proofs of topics and notions in this chapter
can be found in any text on linear system theory; see f.e. Kwakernaak and
Sivan, Chapter 1 [ 4] .
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Figure 1. Location of eigenvalues in the complex plane

The numerical values of the poles are:

.06
-.23 - .05
.08 f .12i 1.0
.18 l.o

and 9 poles smaller than 10-9
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Also, by convention, the pair {A,B} is called controllable.
We will determine the dimension of the controllable subspace - i.e.

the space spanned by the columns of Q- by investigating the symmetric n xn
matrix QQT. The rank of QQT equals the rank of Q, but is easier to calculatc
since it is symmetric, square and smaller in size. Also the special structure
of QQT gives rise to an elegant algorithm:

QQT - [ B,AB, . . . ,An-1 B ] BT

L An-1 B)T

-[ BBT t ABBTAT f... t An-1 BBT ( AT ) n-1 ]~

and the consecutive terms can be calculated recursively by only two matrix
multiplications for each term.

By inspecting (3.1), verification of controllability means investi-
gation of the pair

(I-AO)-1A1 (I-AO)-1B1

~
(I-AO)-1B0 ~I-AO)-1 F

P8~

HeTe As is a 31x 31 matrix, Es a 31x 3~ mTtrix. So, Q is a 31x~t65 matrix and
QQ ~s a 31x 31 ~iatrix. Eigenvalues of' QQ are listed in table 2.

EIGENVALUES QQT

f4.26E t2 t1.10E f0
t 1. 17E t2 f1. 03E f0

f6.27E t1 t1.01E f0
f~.91E f1 t6.84E -1
t2.85E f1 f5.6oE -1
t2.06E f1 t3.58E -1
f1.32E t1 f2.78E -1
f4.17E t0 f1.93E -1
t3.04E f0 t1.43E -1
f2.70E f0 f9.14E -2
t1.93E f0 f6.13E -2

f1.72E -~
t2.00E -2
t2.71E -2

t3.53E -2
-1.67E-15
f1 .OOE f0

f1.00E f0
t1 .OOE f~
f 1. OOE f ~~

~

Table 2. Eigenvalues QQr
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To conclude what the rank of QQT is, two considerations must be made:
i) the numerical aspects of the algorithm used to calculate the eigenvalues.

Due to round-off errors and machine accurary, one has to specify the num-
ber of significant digits. Moreover, the algorithm can be numerically un-
stable and sensitive to small parameter changes. For recent developments
in this field, see [2], P.M. van Dooren, IEEE (1981),

ii) the statistical aspects of the overall problem.
Due to errors in the model, one has to investigate whether eigenvalues
significantly differ from zero or not. For the construction of a confidence
region of eigenvalues, we refer to Fuller (3].

Looking at the results of table 2, we conjecture there is a one-dimen-
sional 'uncontrollable' subspace, corresponding to the eigenvalue -1.67E -15
(i.e. very great values of u are needed to be effective). Concerning the speci-
fic model and its specific structure, more can be said by introducing 'multi-
pliers' as will be done in section 3.5.

3.3. Observability

Consider x(kf1) - Ax(k) f Bu(k)

where y(k) is the output (read-out) function. Now by observability (reconstruct-
ibility) is meant the possibility to determine the behaviour of the state x(k)
from the behaviour of the output y(k).

The main result is now

Theorem. {A,C} is observable iff the rows of R-
Ir C

CA

CAn-1

span the whole n-dimensional space.
Rather than inspecting the rank of R, we investigate the square, sym-

metric matrix RTR -[CTC f ATCTCA t,,,~ Ar n-1CTCAn-1( ) ]. For macro-economic
problems of this kind, it is assumed that the policy-maker knows every endoge-
nous (and exogenous) variable, so C is the identity in (~,1).

Obviously, the system is observable, when C- I; it is interesting to
know how small the eigenvalues of RTR will be. The bounds are: 1.C ~ eigen-
value of RTR ~ 88.6. -

y(k) - Cx(k) ,
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3.4. Minimality and Model Reduction

The notions of controllability and observability are needed when the idea of

minimal realizations is introduced. For reasons of implementation and efficien-

cy, it can be convenient or necessary to build a system with the lowest possi-

ble dimension, i.e. a minimal realization. We have the following result.

Theorem. A given linear, time invariant system is controllable and observable

p the system is minimal.

Apparently the only way to construct a minimal system, is in eliminat-

ing endogenous variables, until a controllable and observable system is obtain-

ed. However, there are side constraints here:

the state x(k) must consist of those specific variables by which the object-

ive variables z(k) satisfy the equation z(k) - Hx(k) f F2 ex(k) and not

equation (3.3), which includes the terms Gu(k);

- by reasons of section 3.2 it is unclear what the rank of QQT is and therefore,

the size of the uncontrollable subspace remains undetermined.

Except for finding a minimal realization, there is another way to re-

duce the order of the system. The discussion of section 3.1 suggests it is

possible to identify 'a weak subsystem', consisting of variables, which corres-

pond to small eigenvalues. This is in fact possible; for a theoretical exposure,

see: B.C. Moore, Principal Component Analysis in Linear Systems: Controllability,

Observability and Model Reduction, IEEE Trans.Automatic Control, Vol. 26 (1981).

In the near future, a computer program will be implemented using this approach.

3.5. Error Analysis

Definitions.

From (3.1): x(kf1) - Ax(k) f Bu(k) f Fex(k)

k- 0,1,2,...,K where 1953 :- 1
1975 :- K

Suppose x(0) is given, then by repeated substitution of values of u(k) and

ex(k), all x(k) can be calculated: the simulated xs(k).

Also true values of x(k) are available: the realized xr(k). In this

section, the error xe(k) - xs(k)- xr(k), k- 1,2,...,K will be analysed.
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x(k) is an n-dimensional vector; denote an arbitrary element with z(k),
e
k- 1,2,...,K. So z(k) can be looked upon as a realization of a univariate
random variable for each k, of which we can estimate mean, variance and auto-
correlationfunction, according to the formulas:

K
- mean m- K E z(k)

k-1
K

- variance var - K E(z(k)-m)2 - c(0)
k-1

- autocorrelation- r(d) - c(d)~c(0) , wherel)
function

~ K- d
c(d) - K E(z(k)-m)(z(ktd)-m), d- 0,1,...,D .

k-1

In table 3 values for the mean of elements of xs(k), xr(k), xe(k) and variances

of elements of x(k) are listed.e
In Appendix B autocorrelationfunctions for the 23 different elements

of x (k) are shown.e

3.6. Interpretation of autocorrelationfunction

The elements of the time series x(k) are analysed by their autocorrelation-e
functions in order to test whether the differences between simulated and real-
ized values of x(k) are caused by independent disturbances or not. To test
statistically whether z(k) behaves like white noise, no r(d), d~ 1 may exceed
the 2Q-bounds, where o-~- 1~ -.21. -

From appendix B it is clear that r(1) of Pcp(D), Pip(D), w(D),
gvampp(D), e2(D), EMp(N1), Pcp(Nl), Pip(Nl) and w(Nl) does exceed this bound,
so these variables have a significant first-order correlation. The autocorrela-
tion diagrams of un are in a sense meaningless, since ~un - un - un-1 should be
analysed.

The way to overcome the difficulty of first-order correlation, is in
fact the seeking of another specification. There are ma.ny reasons why the model
can be misspecified; a few of them are: a non-linear process is assumed to be
linear, the model structure is kept fixed while it changes all the time, plann-
ing bureaus 'redefine' the estimation or calculation of a variable, but not its

1) According to Box and Jenkins [1], p. 32, this is the most satisfactor.y
estimate of the dth lag autocorrelationfunction. It is customary to take
D - 4.K. ,.. 5.



nr. variable m(x )r m(x )s m(x )e var(x )e var(xe

1 cp(D) 5.46 5.09 0.36 2.88 1.70
2 un(D) 2.40 4.75 -2.35 1.36 1.17
3 EMp 1.10 0.71 0.39 1.70 1.30

4 Pxg 1.86 2.57 -0.71 3.1y 1.79
5 Pcp 3.01 3.36 -0.35 3.03 1.74
6 Pip 3.55 4.18 -0.63 12.09 3.48
7 w 8.57 8.93 -0.36 10.18 3.19
8 Pmg 0.64 1.71 -1.07 11.41 3.38
9 mg~(D,Nl) 13.99 13.07 -0.92 23.00 4.80

10 gvampp 5.16 4.68 0.48 3.80 1.95
11 e2 6.25 5.71 0.54 4.04 2.01
12 wd 9.29 9.14 0.15 10.03 3.17
13 un(Nl) 2.05 - 0.94 2.99 1.92 1.39
14 EMp 1.51 1.61 -0.10 1.99 1.41

15 Peg 3.34 3.44 -0.09 9.12 3.02
16 Pcp 4.52 4.44 0.08 8.k1~ 2.96
17 Pip 4.29 4.34 -0.06 6.31 2.51

18 w 9.99 9.89 0.10 14.k2 3.78
19 Pmg 2.03 2.45 -0.42 4.14 2.03
20 mg~(Nl,D) 11.71 12.13 -0.42 41.38 6.43

21 e2 6.51 6.69 -0.18 6.48 2.55
22 Wd 11.36 11.26 -0.10 19.05 4.36
23 un-1(N1) 2.05 - 0.90 2.94 2.15 1.47

Table 3. Mean and variance of elements of xe(k)

name, the Durbin-Watson test, used as autocorrelation test for the explanatory

variables in the regression equations, is not appropriate in dynamic setting.

Moreover, it has a great inconclusive area, wherein acceptance or rejection of

autocorrelation cannot be concluded. The parameters of the models are estimated

in scalar regression equations by OLS, while it might be better to use simulta-

neous methods for more equations.
However, it is not the aim of the paper to find a more suitable model-

specification, but only to give a way to analyse it.
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4. Model Performance

~t.1. Simulation Results

From section 3.5 the meaning of xs and xr is clear. In appendix A graphs of

x and x for five German and five Dutch objectives (unemployment, inflation,
s r

purchasing power, market share and labour productivity) are shown.
Surprisingly is the extremely bad and unrealistic simulation for un-

employment both in Germany and the Netherlands. The main reason for this is
partly a numerical one: in every version of the model un(Nl) and un(D) were
among the worst estimated variables and sensitive to change in the models. Now,
replacement of TRw(Nl) by TR1 t TR2 (where TR1 - TRgh t TRrh and
TR2 - TRwg f TDw), proofs to be detrimental for the un-equations, but consider-
ably improves the other equations.

This replacement is new compared with other versions and inLroduced
to avoid somc nume.rical inaccuracies caused by TRw, which is in Facl, ~. firct,-

order approximation, due to the growth-rate formulation.
Other objective variables Perform better, f.e. purchasing power and

labour productivity are satisfactorily well. There are two criteria by which

we can judge the presented simulation results.
(i) average levels of elements of xs and xr, i.e. their means, see table 3;
(ii) dynamic properties of elements of xe, see appendix B for their autocorre-

lation diagrams.

~.2. Multipliers

The actual influence of the instrumental variables on the state will be invest-

igated. When we ignore the exogenous variables, compile all endogenous vectors,

delayed ones included, in one state vector x(k), and compile the German and

Dutch controls in one vector u(k), we obtain:

x(ktl )- Ax(k) t BO u(k) t 13~ u(k-1 )

Here x(k) consists of 23 endogenous variables and is not augmented with u(k).
For simplicity we take as starting year x(1) instead of x(k).
Then
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x(2) - Ax(1) t Bo u(1) t B1 u(o)

x(5) - A4x(1)tB~u(4) t (AB~tB1)u(3)

t (A2B~tAB1)u(2)t(A3B~tA2B1)u(1)

t A3B1 u( 0 )

So, B~,A B~ t B1, A2B~ t A B1, A3B~ t A2B1 and A3B1 are resp. the instantaneous,

1,2,3,4-years delayed effects of the instrumental variables on the state.

We call these matrices multipliers (denote resp. M~,M1,M2,M3,M4).

By suitable choise of e we define:
if M[i,j] ~ e, then the instantaneous effect of the jth element of u(k) on

the oith element of x(k) is neglectible, and similarly for M1,M2,M3,M4. Of

course, the actual value of e is arbitrary and depends on the average level

of the considered state and control element.
For some fixed value of e, we can investigate whether there is ~.r~

element of x(k), which is not influenced by any instrumental variable. Now

the choice of e makes in fact more precise what is the size of the uncontroll-

able subspace (see section 3.2). Assume e-.1, then indeed all endogenous

variables are controllable.
It is also possible to investigate more precisely the effects of

German instrumental variables on Dutch state variables and vice versa. Some

results are shown in appendix C. The econometric interpretation is straight-

forward; it is noteworthy to see that the German long-run interest rate has a

much greater impact on Dutch economy than otherwise.

Also, as the greatest eigenvalue of A does not exceed .6, contribut-

ions from A5 and higher powers of A fastly decay to zero.
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5. Conclusions and further research

In this paper an attempt is made to analyse an econometric model with system

theoretic tools. One of the main objectives is to find an equivalent model of
lower dimension, since the complete Interplay-model, consisting of six count-
ries, is too large a model to be workable at an average computer-system. There

are essentially two ways to reduce the model.
1) Find a submodel which approximates the original model well in some sense.

Computation of the eigenvalues of the system-matrix suggests that a model-
reduction-program can fruitfully be applied here.

2) Find a minimal realization. This concept is too theoretical, sir~ce
a) it is not clear how big the uncontrollable subspace is,
b) it is not permitted to eliminate every variable,
c) this approach loses a lot of strength, since every element of the state,

in whatever re}~resentation, is alwn,ys ob~;ervable.

Let us mention the main advantages of a state-space representation:

1) It gives a clear view into the structure of the model.. When we admit a de-

layed input-term, the model can be rePresented n.s

en(kf1 )- A en(k) t B~ u(k) t B1 u(k-1 ) f F ex(k)

Now the structure of the model is clear by directly inspecting the matrices
A, B~, B1 and F.

2) Eq. (5.1) is very useful for simulation purposes, due to its recursiveness.

Error analysis can be done straight-forwardly, indicating there is a serious

first-order autocorrelation for nine endogenous variables. Here it is also

interesting to investigate the cross-correlation between the endogenous

variables.
3) When en(k) in (5.1) is augmented with u(k) into the vector x(k), the thus

obtained form is suitable for game-theoretic applications; see Plasmans and

De Zeeuw [7], which is also a departure for future research.

Now the main objective of the German-Dutch submodel in state-space

form is to extend it to a stochastic linear-quadratic dynamic game, while its

deterministic solution is known.
There are two directions:
1) Introduction of system noise----------------------------

(5.1) can be transformed into the proper state-space form: x(kf1) -

A x(k) f B u(k) f v(k) where v(k) is a uncorrelated, zero mean, Gaussian
vector with constant covariance matrix V, which we denote as v(k)~ N(O,V).
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In a next paper it will be shown that this extension poses no severe diffi-

culties.
2) Introduction of ineasurement-noise

Assume each country receives measurements through a nois~r channel- accordir~g:

y(k) - C x(k) f w(k), where w(k) ~ N(O,W)

If Germany and the Netherlands have different observations and they do not

allow to exchange their information, then this extensicn is non-trival. It

is planned to solve the corresponding static game first.
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APPENDICES

A. Simulated and realized values

1, un(D), un(Nl)
2. Pcp(D), Pcp(N1)
3, gvampp-EMps(D), e2-EMps(N1)

4. mg~(D,Nl)- mg~(D), mg~(N1,D)- mg~(Nl)

5 . Wd - Pcp - EMp ( D ) , Wd - Fcp - ~Ip ( Nl )

B. Autocorrelation diagrams of elements of xe(k)

1. cp(D), un(D), EMP, Pxg, PcP, Pip, `a, Pmg(D)

2. mg~(D,Nl), gvampp, e2, Wd(D), un(Nl),~EMp(N1), Peg, Pcp

3. Pip(N1), w, Pmg, mg~(Nl,D), e2, Wd, un-~(N1)

C. Multipliers

1. Germa.n endogenous variables - German instrumental variables

2. Dutch endogenous variables - Dutch instrumental variables

3. Dutch endogenous variables - German instrumental variables

4. German endogenous variables - Dutch instrumental variables
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B. 1

AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF ELEMENTS OF xe(k)
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C.1

German endogenous variables and German instruments

endo. multi- eg(D) Wgr(D) TR1 TR2 L1 MR dRtt(D)
var. plier

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

un(D) m0
m -.07

1
m -.09 -.082
m -.11 -.083
m~ -,12 -.08

Pcp(D) m .10 -.~9~
m .07 .06 -.141
m .06 -.102

w(D) m f.1o -.09~
m .J~ -.101
m2 .06

~~pP(D) m .12 .23G
m -.06 .271
m2 . 1 1

e2(D) m .13 .26~
m1 -.07 .30
m .122
m3 .07

Wd(D) m .15 .21 .28 -.390
m .13 .06 .071
m2 . 10

mg~(D,Nl) mG .10 -.30

m -.05 .23 .01~ -3.361
m2 .09



C.2

Dutch endogenous variables and Dutch instruments

endo. multi- eg(D) TS(Nl) Wg TR2 TR1 L1 MR ~RQ(Nl)
var. plier

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

un(Nl) m0
m -.061
m2 .07 -.08 -.07
m3 .11 -.10 -.10
m4 .13 -.11 -.13

Pcp(Nl) m .23 .10 -.~8 -.220
m1 .35 .10 -.~8 -.21 -.25
m2 .15 -.08 -.25
m3 - . 1 1

~r( Nl ) m . 220

m .42 .~7 -~06 -.161
m .26 .06 -.12 -.182
m3 -.15

mg~(Nl,D) m0 .12 .12 -.25 .21 -.07
m -.21 .13 .62 .641
m -.34 -.07 .06 .15 .132
m -.24 -.06 .12 .183

e2(Nl) m .10 .10 -.20 .16 .450
m1 .10
m2 .08

wa(Nl) m .18 .25 -.50 .42 .07o
m1 .31 -.09 .~8
m2 .~3 -.06 -.10
m3 -.07 -.07



c' . 3

German instruments on Dutch endogenous variables

Dutch multi- eg(D) Wgr(D) TR1 TR2 L1 MR ~Rk(D)
endo.var. plier

~ 5 6 71 2 3

II~Ip ( Nl ) m0m -.09
1

m -.07
2m -.07
3 -.06m~

Pcp(Nl) m0
m '25

1m .25
2m .11
3

w(Nl) m0
m1

.18m
2

m '15
3

mg~(Nl,D) m0
-.64m

1m -.13
2 -.18m
3

Pmg ( rrl ) m - .160
m1 .05

e2(N1) m0
m -'S11

-.08m
2

Wd(Nl) m~
-.08m1

m -.10
2m -.073



C.4

Dutch instruments on German endogenous variables

Gerr~an
endo.var.

multi-
plier

11~
MR(N1)

15
~RQ(N1)

p~ m0 -.033 0.0

mg~(D,Nl) m0 -.001 0.0
m .025 3.361
m2 .005 .005
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